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Abstract

Most marine propellers operate in a nonuniform flow field. Understanding the unsteady lift generated on the propeller blades by these upstream wakes is important
in order to reduce vibration and noise and therefore develop more efficient turbomachines. Currently, complex instrumentation involving unsteady dynamometry and pressure sensor arrays are utilized to characterize the unsteady pressures
across propeller blades. New, simpler sensors have been designed to replace current instrumentation. These sensors take advantage of the oscillating nature of
the unsteady lift, as at increasing inflow harmonics the rapidity of the unsteady
lift fluctuations suggests that the lift nearly cancels out over the blade radius, and
that the total unsteady force across a propeller blade can be found from parameters
at the root and tip. These parameters were determined from an approximation
provided by the Method of the Stationary Phase. Using this method, new sensors
were designed and optimized to work universally. The newly designed sensors will
be validated in a future experiment.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
1.1

Objectives and Approach

The objective of this thesis is to design and validate a new sensor or sensors to measure the total unsteady lift force across a propeller blade without the complexity
of current dynamometry configurations.
In order to meet this objective, a stator wake velocity profile with high unsteadiness is first generated computationally, and the lift forces produced on downstream
rotor blades as an effect of this wake are analyzed. Analysis of these unsteady lift
fluctuations along the blade radius reinforces the theory of applying the Method
of the Stationary Phase to calculate the total unsteady force across the propeller
blade. Sensors are then designed based on this method and tested computationally
for a range of inflows and rotor blade geometry. In order to validate these sensors
in future work, a unique experiment is designed to simulate a dynamic force across
a uniform beam.

1.2

Literature Review

When designing turbomachinery, the effects of unsteady flow must be taken into
consideration [1]. This is because unsteady forces are produced from the introduction of nonuniform flow upstream of a rotor. These forces result in greater
vibration and acoustic noise. Understanding this relationship between flow field
and blade response is therefore important in the development of quieter and more
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efficient turbomachine designs. Unsteady phenomena is particularly important in
the case of marine propellers, which operate in the nonuniform wake of ships [2]. In
these cases, the nonuniform flow field increases the unsteady forces and moments
along the propeller blades. These forces generate vibration and noise.
The nonuniform inflow is characterized by axial, radial, and tangential velocities
at various locations along the rotor blade leading edge. Calculating the unsteady
forces and moments on the shaft of a rotor blade row operating within such a
nonuniform inflow is complicated, and several approaches have been developed.
One such approach is an unsteady singularity technique presented by Zierke [3].
This method expanded on earlier work with unsteady force calculations [4–8],
particularly that of Kemp and Sears [9–11]. However, Zierke’s technique is unique
compared to other unsteady singularity solutions as it not only can be used with
multiple blades, but also includes the unsteady effects caused by interactions of
adjacent blades, and considers the effects of camber and steady angle of attack.
Zierke’s technique also calculates the unsteady lift at several blade sections using
two-dimensional unsteady strip theory. Because of the periodic nature of the propeller rotation, the method outlined by Zierke uses Fourier analysis to generate
a nonuniform inflow, and coordinate transformations to find the unsteady forces
and moments in six components-for both a stationary coordinate system and a
coordinate system rotating with the blades. While this method can be limited due
to the many approximations involved in the unsteady thin airfoil technique, and
the finite number of radial and circumferential measurements, it does provide an
idea of the important trends in the unsteady forces and moments.
One such trend is that when the inflow harmonic increases towards infinity, the
unsteady lift force along the radius of the rotor blade oscillates rapidly. From this,
an assumption arises that contributions from adjacent subintervals nearly cancel.
Therefore it was theorized that the Method of the Stationary Phase, which takes
advantage of the self-canceling oscillations of an exponential factor in an integrand,
could be applied to calculate the total unsteady force along a propeller blade. This
method suggests that the total unsteady force along the radius of the blade can
be approximated from parameters at the blade hub and tip.
The Method of the Stationary Phase has yet to be applied to determine the
net unsteady force along a propeller blade. Howe applied the Method of the Stationary Phase to asymptotically determine the unsteady velocity components of a
2

non-lifting airfoil interacting with a field of vorticity, but focused on correcting prediction of the radiation produced by unsteady airfoil drag rather than net unsteady
force determination along a blade [12]. Widnall and Wolf examined the effect of
tip vortex structure on helicopter noise and used the Method of the Stationary
Phase to obtain a compact expression for the acoustic farfield [13]. However, their
unsteady lift distribution was based upon the Filotas theory, which gives the unsteady lift response of an infinite wing due to an oblique sinusoidal gust. They also
focused on determining a potential cause of helicopter impulsive noise, rather than
applying an asymptotic force determination method to a blade radius. Therefore,
application of the Method of the Stationary Phase to determine the net unsteady
force produced by nonuniform inflow on a propeller blade is unique to this thesis
research.
After applying the Method of the Stationary Phase to the unsteady lift scenario, new sensors were designed using shaped piezoelectric film. Application of
Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) piezoelectric sensors to measure unsteady pressures along propeller blades is not new [2,14–21]. The properties of PVDF offer the
advantage of a thin profile, high natural frequency, and can be shaped according
to application. However, in order to obtain a comprehensive picture of the surface
pressure field along the propeller blade span, an array of these sensors must be
arranged on a dynamometer force disc and along the blade span. This thesis aims
to simplify current instrumentation, by developing an improved sensor to measure
the total unsteady force along a propeller blade.
The improved piezoelectric sensing apparatus will take advantage of the flexible
form property that piezoelectric film provides. Spatially convolving sensors have
been used for structural control applications [22,23], and active structural acoustic
control applications [24], but never for this type of application. This research
focuses on designing a shaped sensor that will replace the pressure sensor arrays
currently used to determine unsteady propeller forces, with a simple and efficient
determination of the net unsteady forces.

1.3

Thesis Organization

Chapter Two discusses the development of a stator wake model, and the methods
that were introduced to simulate higher levels of unsteadiness for analysis. Chapter
3

Three introduces the method used to calculate the total unsteady forces on the
downstream rotor blades. Chapter Four then discusses the theory behind the
approximation of the total unsteady forces on a rotor blade. In order to apply this
theory, new sensors were developed. Chapter Five discusses the design of these
sensors. Chapter Six summarizes the research and presents the final conclusions
and recommendations for future work.
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Chapter

2

Turbomachinery Model Assumptions
To analyze realistic unsteady forces in axial turbomachinery, a model was created
to simulate typical upstream nonuniformities and unsteadiness on a specified rotor
blade row. These nonuniformities in the flow field are produced by the viscous
wakes shed from the stator blade trailing edges and by secondary flow vortices
produced in the stator blade passage [25]. Using an established wake model is
important as the downstream rotor blades experience unsteady fluctuating lift
forces as a result of this flow. The modeled stator wakes should be axisymmetric
due to the effects of adjacent stator blades, and incorporate swirl which also effects
the complex gust excitation.

2.1

Background

The nonuniform inflow generated computationally for this thesis was developed
from the rotor wake model presented by Majjigi and Gliebe [25]. Their objective
was to create a realistic model of a rotor exit wake in order to predict with greater
accuracy the noise spectrum associated with unsteady rotor/stator interaction.
Specifically, their findings showed that:
1. An isolated airfoil wake velocity profile follows a Gaussian distribution.
2. The Gaussian nature of the wake velocity profile skews as interactions of the
other blades in the vane row are considered. The semiwake width, which is
defined as the width of the wake at which the velocity equals one-half the
5

Figure 2.1. Geometry of Generated Vane Rows

wake centerline velocity deficit, tends to be greater on the suction side than
on the pressure side as the interactions of multiple blades are considered.
3. The wake centerline velocity deficit decreases as the wake propagates downstream. Also, the semiwake width increases as the wake propagates downstream.
These predictions of viscous wake mean flow properties were used to model an exit
wake for a specified stator blade row, and to provide a general model that would
create large force unsteadiness on a downstream rotor blade row.
Figure 2.1 shows the geometry used for the following computational study. The
stator and rotor blade parameters, such as chord length, stagger angle, and skew,
are defined along a set of radial locations. For the cases to be discussed, the stator
chord length was set to 30 mm and the rotor chord length set to 90 mm. As
can be seen in Fig. 2.1, the stagger angle of the stator varies from 20 degrees at
the root of the blade, to 10 degrees at the tip of the blade. The stagger angle
of the rotor was set to 60 degrees. Six hundred radial locations along the stator
6

and rotor blades, and 3500 circumferential locations were defined. This number of
radial and circumferential locations were chosen in order to balance computation
time with increased inflow resolution. For the figures in the upcoming section,
the positive circumferential direction is in line with the rotational direction of the
rotor as shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.2

Wake Distribution

This section will discuss the development of the inflow. Please refer to Appendix B.2 for a copy of the code used to generate the inflow.
For the case of an isolated airfoil, the wake velocity profile without swirl follows
a Gaussian distribution:
Vwake (θ) =

Vdc − (θ−µ)2 2
e 2σ
Vm

(2.1)

where the amplitude of the Gaussian distribution is the wake centerline deficit
of the total relative velocity non-dimensionalized by the meridional velocity, σ
is the standard deviation, and µ sets the circumferential location of the wake
centerline [25].
The amplitude of this Gaussian curve is further defined as
0.3675 (s/c) + 1.95
Vdc
= CD 1/4
.
Vm
7.65 (s/c) + 1.0

(2.2)

where s is the streamwise distance downstream, c is the chord of the stator, and
CD is the stator drag coefficient. This drag coefficient was arbitrarily set to 0.04
as this is the approximate drag coefficient of a streamlined body. The larger the
stator drag coefficient, the larger the wake deficit.
Equation (2.2) is also shown to be a function of the distance downstream of
the stator trailing edge. The farther downstream of the stator trailing edge, the
smaller the wake velocity deficit and the larger the semiwake width [26]. This
effect is demonstrated in Fig. 2.2. The circumferential direction in this figure, and
for subsequent figures is defined in Fig. 2.3. For the model used in subsequent
analyses, the leading edges of the rotor blade row was set to be one stator chord
length downstream from the stator blade row trailing edges (see Fig. 2.1).
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Figure 2.2. Effects of Increasing Distance Downstream on Stator Wake: Looking at
Root of Stator Blade

The relationship between the standard deviation to the semiwake width in Eqn.
(2.1) is:
δ
σ= p
.
2 2 ln (2)

(2.3)

This relationship is found by solving the Gaussian function at the half-maximum
points, i.e. at the semiwake location [27]. The semiwake width δ is further defined
by
δ
0.31875 (s/c) CD 1/8 + 0.048
=
S
0.268125 (s/c) CD 1/8 + 1.0

(2.4)

for stator vanes with high solidity (greater than 1) and
δ
0.2375 (s/c) CD 1/8 + 0.03412
=
c
0.357 (s/c) CD 1/8 + 1.0

(2.5)

for stator vanes with solidity less than 1 [25]. The blade-to-blade spacing S is
8

Figure 2.3. Circumferential Angle Baseline Based on Stator Trailing Edge

computed by dividing the radial section circumference by the number of stator
blades. An upper limit of 0.5 is imposed on (δ/S) and an upper limit of 0.1 is
imposed on (δ/c) to prevent merging of wakes from adjacent stator blades.
Additionally, because the stator wake model developed for this thesis was intended to produce high levels of unsteadiness, asymmetry was programmed into
the wake model. In the near-wake region of the stator trailing edge there is a large
asymmetry about the wake centerline because the suction surface boundary layer
is thicker than the pressure surface boundary layer. The relationship
δ = δps + δss

(2.6)

was not further expanded upon by Majjigi and Gliebe as their model did not
consider the effects of swirl. However, Thomas and Liu found that although δss is
greater than δps at the trailing edge of the stator blade, the value of δss gradually
approaches the value of δps with downstream distance [28]. In other words, at
farther downstream locations the stator wake becomes more symmetric about the
wake centerline. This symmetry is a result of the wake spreading and mixing with
the freestream. Interchanges of momentum and energy on either side of the wake
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also attribute to the symmetric profile at further downstream locations [26].
However, for the purpose of creating more unsteadiness for analysis, the relationships between δ and δps , and δ and δss at all distances downstream of the
stator trailing edge were set as follows:
δps = 0.3δ

(2.7)

δss = 0.7δ

(2.8)

This asymmetry can also be seen in Fig. 2.2. The effects of this asymmetry on
the unsteady lift will be shown in Chapter Three.

2.3

Conical Flow and Wake Tracking

Conical flow is also an important aspect of this stator/rotor interaction as it influences the circumferential location of the wake centerline along the radius of the
propeller blade. The effect of the conical flow angle on stator wake tracking shall
be defined mathematically in this section. First, Fig. 2.4 shows what is meant by
conical flow by showing the geometry of the stator/rotor model from a side view.
As can be seen, a conical flow angle of -10 degrees was used for this model. The
axial, radial, and meridional inflow directions are also defined in this figure. The
meridional velocity is a combination of the axial and radial velocity:
Vm =

p
Vx2 + Vr2 .

(2.9)

The tangential velocity Vθ is in the circumferential direction that the rotor is
spinning. Now that the coordinate system is defined, the effect of the conical flow
angle in terms of these parameters can be calculated.
First, free vortex condition for this stator/rotor model is assumed
rVθ = Γ = constant

(2.10)

where circulation for this study is defined as a constant 0.1Vm . The circumferential
angular location of the wake centerline µ
r

dµ
Vθ
=
ds
Vm
10

(2.11)

Figure 2.4. Conical Flow Geometry

relates to downstream location, radius, and tangential and meridional velocities
[29]. Equation (2.11) is rearranged
dµ
1 Vθ
Γ
=
= 2
ds
r Vm
r Vm

(2.12)

and the relationship between circulation, radius, and axial velocity is substituted.
The relationship between the conical flow angle  and the radius and downstream
location is:
dr
= sin .
ds
Integrating this equation provides the following relationship

(2.13)

r = r0 + s sin 
where r0 is the radial location along the stator trailing edge. Substituting this into
Eqn. (2.12) and integrating
dµ
Γ
=
ds
(r0 + s sin )2 Vm
Z
µ=
0

s

Γ
ds
(r0 + s sin )2 Vm

11

Figure 2.5. Zoom of Nonuniform Inflow from an 18-bladed Stator Blade Row: Tip
Wake Leads Root Wake



Γ
µ=
Vm sin  (r0 + s sin )
µ=

s
0

Γ
Γ
−
Vm sin  (r0 + s sin ) Vm r0 sin 

(2.14)

provides the equation for the circumferential angular location of a stator wake
centerline as a result of conical flow. It was found that for a stator blade without
stagger, under the conditions outlined, conical flow produces approximately 7 degrees difference between the wake centerline at the root and tip locations. Because
in this model there was a stagger angle associated with the stator blades (20 deg
at the root and 10 deg at the tip), the disparity between the circumferential wake
location at the root and tip was further increased to 17 degrees. This lag can be
seen in Fig. 2.5.
Now that the circumferential locations of the wake centerlines are tracked for
12
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Figure 2.6. Nonuniform Inflow from an 18-bladed Stator Blade Row

each radial section defined, this information is combined with the wake profile
information acquired earlier in order to produce a complete nonuniform inflow
that mimics data seen in real applications. Refer to Fig. 2.6 to see a visualization
of the nonuniform inflow for an 18-bladed stator vane. In this figure, there is
approximately a 17 degree difference in the circumferential location of the wake
between the root and tip inflow into the rotor. Without conical flow programmed
into the computer model, there would not be as large of a difference between the
root and tip radial sections, and therefore less unsteadiness in the lift analysis.
The effects of this nonuniform wake model on the downstream rotor blade row is
further elaborated upon in the following chapter.
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Chapter

3

Calculation of Unsteady Forces
Along Rotor Blade Span
For subsequent analyses, the rotor chord length is defined to be 90 mm and the
blade radial length defined to be 200 mm. The angles and parameters shown
in Fig. 2.1 are still the same for the following analysis. The inflow files were
generated using a freestream axial velocity of 10 m/s, and a freestream radial
velocity of 0 m/s. The tangential velocity at the tip radial section was defined as
0.1Vm , and because free vortex condition was assumed, the tangential velocities
along the rest of the radial locations were subsequently defined by dividing the tip
tangential velocity by the corresponding radial value. The inflow files were then
generated using these axial, radial, and tangential velocities, along with the radial
position information. The rotor for the following cases runs at 900 RPM. Finally,
the number of stator blades is set to 18 and the number of rotor blades set to
6. This number of rotor blades was chosen to simulate a typical propeller. The
reason 18 stator blades are used in the computer model is because the harmonics of
interest for the unsteady analysis are multiples of blade passing frequency. While
the unsteady side forces occur at frequencies adjacent to the integer multiples of
blade passing frequency, the unsteady thrust occurs at frequencies that are integer
multiples of the blade passing frequency and can be computed from the inflow
harmonics corresponding to these frequencies [3].
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Figure 3.1. Flow of Unsteady Force Calculations

3.1

Understanding Unsteady Force Calculations

The Unsteady Forces and Moments (UFAM) code is an Applied Research Laboratory code developed by Peter Lysak. This code uses inputted rotor geometry
and inflow velocities to calculate the net unsteady forces and moments acting on
a rotor blade row, using two-dimensional strip theory. The code written for this
thesis calculates the unsteady forces along a single rotor blade using a simplified
version of the UFAM code, the methodology of which is summarized in Fig. 3.1
and can be referenced in Appendix B.3. The flowchart in Fig. 3.1 has input parameters outlined in pink, the steps taken by the code to generate the unsteady
lift in blue, and the generated visuals in green. Starting with the top left box in
the flowchart, it is shown that first the stator geometry is created and the nonuniform inflow calculated using the model discussed in the previous chapter. Then,
the rotor geometry is defined and the skew plotted along the percent span of the
blade.
Once this geometry is specified, the Fourier coefficients associated with the
nonuniform inflow at each defined radial location is calculated. Like the original
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Figure 3.2. Correction of Aliasing Using Wake Skew

UFAM code, a cubic spline is used in between defined points, and these points are
evenly spaced so efficient FFT algorithms can be used. Before interpolating the
axial, radial, and tangential Fourier coefficients, the inflow is un-skewed to prevent
aliasing in the radial direction (see Fig. 3.2) [30]. After interpolation, the wake is
re-skewed by adjusting the phase angle.
Next, the unsteady lift or upwash Fourier coefficient is computed for each radial
section. Upwash is when the blade produces unsteady lift in response to fluctuating
velocity normal to the blade chord and acting at the midchord point. The upwash
coefficient therefore is a complex vector that is calculated from
cv = −cx sin β cos γ − cr sin β sin γ + cθ cos β

(3.1)

where β is the blade stagger angle and γ is the meridional flow angle.
Another parameter needed in order to calculate the unsteady forces is the
relative velocity. The relative velocity is calculated from the meridional velocity,
the angular velocity, and the wheel speed using the Pythagorean Theorem:
Wr =

q
Vm2 + (Vθ − rΩ)2

(3.2)

which can be inferred from the velocity triangle at the inlet of a rotor passage as
shown in Fig. 3.3. In order to normalize the relative velocity, the advance ratio
was used. The advance ratio is defined as
16

Figure 3.3. Velocity Triangle at the Inlet of a Rotor

πVref
Ωrref

J=

(3.3)

where Vref is a reference velocity of 10 m/s, Ω is the angular velocity of the rotor,
and rref is a reference radius set as rtip . The advance ratio for this case is around
0.967. Once this advance ratio was defined, the normalized equation for relative
velocity is
Wr
=
Vref

s

Vm
Vref

2


+

Vθ
−
Vref



r
rref



π
J

2
(3.4)

and is shown plotted against percent span in Fig. 3.4 for the geometry and inflow
specified. This figure shows the linear nature of the relative velocity as a function
of percent span. The relative velocity increases towards the tip of the rotor blade.
This property manifests itself later in the determination of the unsteady lift (the
unsteady lift is greater at the tip than at the root of the rotor blade).
The relative velocity, along with the rotor chord length, is used to calculate
the reduced frequency. The reduced frequency k can be thought of as the ratio of
the chord or semi-chord to the wavelength of the nth harmonic of the unsteady
motion:
17
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kn =

πcrotor
ωn crotor
=
.
λn
2Wr

(3.5)

The reduced frequency values for the inflow harmonics of interest are presented
in Fig. 3.5. As can be seen in the figure, the reduced frequency increases with
increasing harmonic. The reduced frequency is also greater at the root of the rotor
blade than at the tip.
For reduced frequencies much less than one, the unsteady flow is referred to as
quasi-steady. In the case of this turbomachinery problem, the reduced frequency
is greater than one and so quasi-steady methods would be inaccurate. This is why
unsteady singularity solutions have been developed, such as Sears’ function [11].
Sears’ function obtains the aerodynamic loads for a harmonic gust field using strip
theory and neglecting the effects of compressibility.
Figure 3.6 shows what Sears’ function looks like in a vector diagram. As the
reduced frequency increases, the Sears’ function becomes more intricate and spirals
18
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about the real and imaginary origin. As the reduced frequency increases to infinity,
the amplitude of the Sears’ function eventually decreases to zero, while the phase
angle increases without limit [11]. The coordinate system chosen by Sears’ has the
origin defined at the midchord. This origin is significant as it is the reference point
at which the gust velocity has zero phase angle. A modified Sears’ function is used
for calculating unsteady lift with the reference point for gust penetration shifted
to the airfoil leading edge, rather than the midchord:
S (kn ) =

2ie−ikn
πkn [H1 (kn ) + iH0 (kn )]

(3.6)

where H0 and H1 are Bessel’s functions of the third kind, for orders 0 and 1
[11]. It is this modified Sears’ function that is used by UFAM to calculate the
nondimensionalized unsteady lift [31]:
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Ln
crotor Wr
=π
cv S (kn ) einη
2
ρrref Vref
rref Vref

(3.7)

where η is the leading edge skew angle of the rotor blades.
In summary, the unsteady lift for each harmonic is a function of the rotor chord
length, the relative velocity, the upwash coefficient, Sears’ function, and the leading
edge skew angle.

3.2

Analysis of Unsteady Force Generated on
Blade Span

To understand the results provided from the unsteady lift calculations, let us characterize several main features of the propeller excitation forces and pressures.
One feature of the unsteady lift is that it fluctuates along the span blade. The
20

rapidity of these phase changes increases with increasing multiples of the blade
passing frequency. This is a result of the rotating pressure field associated with
the propeller interacting with the blade boundary. The amplitude of the pressure,
when looking at a stationary point on the boundary, fluctuates more rapidly in
time with higher harmonics. Because the total unsteady force along a propeller
blade radius is a summation of complex numbers, the impact of these large phase
changes is significant. Unlike the original Kemp and Sears theory, the current
computations account for the unsteady phase changes across the blade radius and
make for a more realistic model [31].
Another feature to note about the phase of the unsteady lift is that it also
varies along the radius of the blade; the phase at the tip is higher than the phase
at the root. This is a result of the relative velocity as mentioned previously.
Both of these features of the unsteady lift phase can be seen in Fig. 3.7 for an
18-bladed stator and a 6-bladed rotor, where the rotor blades have parabolic skew
(see Fig. 3.8). The parabolic skew applied for this case is defined by


2
r − rroot
r − rroot
− 1.80
η = −0.51
rtip − rroot
rtip − rroot


(3.8)

although other skews are easily implemented in the code (see Appendix B.1).
The second feature of the unsteady lift force is that it decreases in magnitude
with increasing harmonic. As shown in Fig. 3.9, the magnitude of the unsteady
force is greater at the tip of the blade and decreases towards the root. The combination of magnitude and phase can be seen when looking at the real and imaginary
parts of the unsteady force in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11.
Due to the nature of the unsteadiness, the unsteady lift on the rotor blades
is hypothesized to roughly cancel out over the span of the rotor blade, and thus
the total unsteady force on the blade could theoretically be calculated from some
combination of characteristics of the unsteady lift at the root and tip of the blade.
The necessary parameters for this approximation and other details of this theory
are further discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter

4

Approximation of Total Unsteady
Force Along Rotor Blade Span
4.1

Method of the Stationary Phase

The Method of the Stationary Phase [32] shows that the generalized Fourier integral
Z
I (z) =

b

f (y) eizϕ(y) dy

(4.1)

a

with f (y), ϕ (y), a, b, z all real is asymptotic to the boundary terms:
f (y) eizϕ(y)
I (z) ≈
izϕ0 (y)


y=b
, z → +∞.

(4.2)

y=a

This conclusion is determined by studying the behavior of I (z) as z → +∞ through
integration by parts. Integration by parts provides the leading asymptotic behavior
as z → +∞ of generalized Fourier integrals of the form of Eqn. (4.1), as long as
f (y) /ϕ0 (y) is continuous over the interval of a ≤ y ≤ b and nonvanishing at either
of those endpoints. Additionally, should ϕ0 (y) = 0 for some y in the interval
a ≤ y ≤ b, additional information at that location would be needed. This socalled stationary point upsets the approximation because there is less cancellation
between adjacent subintervals near this point. Therefore, even if a stationary
point is not included in the region of integration, integrating along a section near
a stationary point has an effect on the accuracy of the approximation.
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To explore further how the Method of the Stationary Phase works, the generalized fourier integral is integrated by parts. The first integration by parts of Eqn.
(4.1) is:
f (y) eizϕ(y)
I (z) =
izϕ0 (y)


y=b

1
−
iz
y=a

Z
a

b



d f (y) izϕ(y)
e
dy.
dy ϕ0 (y)

(4.3)

The integral on the right of this equation is shown to vanish faster than 1/z as
z → +∞ by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma is a
general result that guarantees that
Z

b

f (y) eizy dy → 0, z → +∞

(4.4)

a

Rb
provided that a |f (y)| dy exists. The proof of this lemma is messy and won’t
be discussed in detail in this thesis. However, one can understand the RiemannLebesgue lemma by discovering that as z becomes large, the integrand f (y) eizy
oscillates rapidly; these fluctuations nearly cancel over the interval a ≤ y ≤ b.

4.2

Application of the Method of the Stationary
Phase to Unsteady Lift Approximation

Because the unsteady lift on rotor blades has large phase changes as the inflow
harmonic increases, it was theorized that the Method of the Stationary Phase
could be applied in order to develop an approximation for the total unsteady lift
on a propeller blade. In order to apply the Method of the Stationary Phase to the
unsteady lift case, the parameters in Eqn. (4.1) were redefined:
Z

r=tip

|Ln (r)| eiφn (r) dr

Ftotal (n) =

(4.5)

r=root

where n is the inflow harmonic, and |Ln (r)| and φn (r) are the magnitude and
phase of the unsteady lift as a function of radius, respectively. In Eqn. (4.1) ϕ is
defined in terms of harmonic and the phase of the unsteady lift:
ϕn (r) =
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φn (r)
.
n

(4.6)

where the first derivative of ϕn (r) is subsequently


d φn (r)
ϕn (r) =
.
dr
n
0

(4.7)

Using this application of the Method of the Stationary Phase to the unsteady
lift problem, and integrating Eqn. (4.5) by parts provides

|Ln (r)| eiφn (r)
Ftotal (n) =
iφn 0 (r)


r=tip

Z

tip

+i
root

r=root



d |Ln (r)| iφn (r)
e
dr.
dr φn 0 (r)

(4.8)

Application of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma reduces Eqn. (4.8) as shown in Eqn. (4.10).
Therefore, the approximation of total unsteady force across a propeller blade is
|Ln (r)| eiφn (r)
Ftotal (n) ≈
iφn 0 (r)


r=tip
, n → +∞

(4.9)

r=root

or


Ln (r)
Ftotal (n) ≈
iφn 0 (r)

r=tip
, n → +∞

(4.10)

r=root

with simple substitution.
Before performing this approximation on the example turbomachinery problem
discussed in this thesis, a check must be performed to ensure that no stationary
points exist along the radius of the propeller blade, and that the magnitude of the
unsteady lift divided by the slope of the phase of the unsteady lift is continuous
along the radius of the blade.
Verification of the first case is shown in Fig. 4.1. The slope of the phase of the
unsteady lift divided by the harmonic is nonzero along the radius for all harmonics
of interest.
The second case is shown in Fig. 4.2. For all of the harmonics of interest, the
magnitude of the unsteady lift times the harmonic divided by the phase slope of
the unsteady lift is smooth. It is important that this check is also done in addition
to the stationary point check as there may arise a case where the phase of the
unsteady lift is nonzero, but there are still discontinuities in the magnitude or
phase of the unsteady lift.
Once these checks are completed, application of this method can be performed.
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The section of code written to perform this approximation can be referenced in
Appendix B.4. The result of this application to a stator-rotor interaction where
the rotor is skewed linearly -10 degrees is shown in Fig. 4.3. The result of the
approximation when applied to the stator-rotor interaction discussed previously (a
rotor blade with parabolic skew) is shown in Fig. 4.4. Both cases are compared
on a dB re 1 N scale (20 times the logarithm of the unsteady force divided by
the square root of 2. In other words, 10 times the logarithm of the mean square
value of the unsteady force). It can be seen from these comparisons that the
approximation from the Method of the Stationary Phase provides an accurate
solution to the total unsteady lift across the propeller blade compared to the result
provided from calculating the integral in Eqn. (4.5). The accuracy of the Method
of the Stationary Phase was found to be within 1.25 dB for all the harmonics
of interest. For other cases not shown here, the accuracy of the approximation
may not be as good for the lower harmonics, but would increase in accuracy with
increasing inflow harmonics.
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Because an agreement is found between the approximation and the full integration, a sensor that takes advantage of the Method of the Stationary Phase could
provide an adequate approximation to the total unsteady surface force along a
propeller blade. Since a point sensor cannot be developed to be instrumented to
the tip and root of a propeller blade, and since features of a propeller blade also
make it impossible to implement a sensor at the exact root and tip, it is theorized
that a piezoelectric pressure sensor, of some finite length and some shape could be
developed to implement the method of the stationary phase approach. The design
of this sensor is discussed in Chapter five.
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Chapter

5

Sensor Design and Fabrication
As stated previously, piezoelectric sensors are used in a wide variety of aerodynamic
experiments, particularly for investigating propeller blade response to nonuniform
inflow. Piezoelectric material has a high natural frequency, is thin, and can be
shaped according to application. Additionally, piezoelectric sensors are sensitive
to light and temperature, and their sensitivity increases relative to their size. When
used for current underwater measurements, PVDF sensors provide enough sensitivity to capture the unsteady pressures across a propeller surface. This is why
using piezoelectric elements is advantageous and why they are used in the following
design approaches.

5.1

Dual Sensors Using Shaped Piezoelectric Film
Approach

It is well known that derivatives are often determined through finite difference between quantities divided by the interval. Thus, it was theorized that two shaped
piezoelectric sensors, of some finite length, could each be instrumented to the root
and tip of a propeller blade in order to evaluate the stationary phase approximation
at the root and tip. This theory was tested by generating a series of shapes with
varying amplitudes and polarities in MATLAB, and applying them to a virtual
blade with unsteady forces moving across it. The total unsteady force approximation was calculated for each sensor combination. A least-mean squares optimizer
was then performed to find what weights should be applied on each sensor shape
34

in order to find the optimal combination of shapes. While ideal root and tip sensor shapes were found that could predict the total unsteady force, particularly for
higher harmonics, it was found that they were not consistent for varying blade
number and skew. Therefore, while a shaped piezoelectric sensor could be placed
at the root and tip of a blade, the total unsteady force across a propeller blade for
this sensor configuration could only be used on a case by case basis. The need for
a more universal sensor led to a different approach for the design.

5.2

Six Sensors Using Shaped Piezoelectric Film
Approach

Since previous attempts at sensor design were not able to predict the total unsteady force for a global range of unsteady lift distributions, a new approach to
the sensor design was determined by manipulating the terms in the Method of the
Stationary Phase Approximation. The next sections discuss how the approximation was rewritten and subsequent sensors developed. The first set of sensors were
designed assuming a uniform chordwise lift distribution, and then were corrected
based on a realistic chordwise lift distribution. The designed sensors were then
compared with the total unsteady force from full numerical integration and found
to provide a good agreement.

5.2.1

Design of Sensors without Consideration of Chordwise Effects

The following approach involves six sensors, three sensors instrumented at the root
of the blade and three sensors instrumented at the tip of the blade. These sensors
can be used to evaluate different parameters within Eqn. (4.10) as will be shown.
First, φn 0 (r) from Eqn. (4.10) was solved in terms of Ln (r) and Ln 0 (r) as shown
in Appendix A:

Ln 0 (r)
.
φn (r) ≈ −i
Ln (r)
0



This definition for φn 0 (r) is substituted into Eqn. (4.10) and simplified
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(5.1)

"

Ln (r)2
Ftotal (n) ≈
Ln 0 (r)

#r=tip
, n → +∞.

(5.2)

r=root

Next, six shaped piezoelectric sensors are designed to evaluate Ln (r) and Ln 0 (r)
at the root and tip of the propeller blade; two sensors evaluate Ln at the root and
tip of the blade, and four sensors evaluate Ln 0 at the root and tip of the blade. The
reason two sensors are used to determine Ln 0 at the root and tip respectively is
because a finite different method is used to calculate this derivative; the two sensors
will be of reverse polarity and be separated by a finite interval. For the following
equations, the two separate sensors for Ln 0 will be combined into one effective
sensor for simplification of calculation. Thus, the equations used to calculate the
shape of the sensors are:
rroot +κ

Z
Ln (rroot ) =

W1 (r) Ln (r) dr
rroot
rtip

Z
Ln (rtip ) =

W2 (r) Ln (r) dr
rtip −κ

0

rroot +κ

Z

Ln (rroot ) =
rroot

Ln 0 (rtip ) =

Z

rtip

rtip −κ

W3 (r)
Ln (r) dr
d

W4 (r)
Ln (r) dr
d

(5.3)

where κ is the length of the sensor, d is the distance between the centers of the positive and negative polarity Ln 0 sensors, and the functions W1−4 (r) detail the weights
applied to the sensor sensitivity which can be implemented physically by varying
the sensor thickness with different layers and smoothing over with polyurethane.
As before, a series of shapes with varying amplitudes and polarities is generated in
MATLAB, and applied to a virtual blade with unsteady forces moving across it.
The total unsteady lift approximation is calculated for each sensor combination,
and the ideal shapes determined by trial and error (see Appendix B.6). These
shapes are shown in Fig. 5.1. The sensors are then checked for varying skew and
blade number, and found to provide a fairly accurate solution to the total unsteady lift for each combination. The comparison between total unsteady force
from numerically integrating along the span in MATLAB and the approximation
using these shapes, for a parabolic skew and an inflow harmonic of 18, is shown
36
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Figure 5.1. 1D Sensor Weights.

in Fig. 5.2. Results from several different blade numbers and skews were also generated to compare to the full integration of the unsteady lift and were found to
agree favorably. An example of this variation is shown in Fig. 5.3, where the blade
numbers are changed but the same parabolic skew as done for Fig. 5.2 is applied.

5.2.2

Design of Sensors with Chordwise Lift Distribution
Considered

The previously outlined shapes were designed as a function of radius, with an
assumption of a uniform chordwise distribution of lift. Since the magnitude of the
lift along the chord is not uniform in real application, the sensors were redesigned
considering this chordwise effect. The pressure jump distribution along the chord
is
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2
∆P = Pps (x) − Pss (x) = Ln 0 (r)
π

r

1−x
x

(5.4)

where x is the fraction along the chord (0 at the leading edge and 1 at the trailing
edge) [33]. Since only one side of the rotor blade is being instrumented, Eqn. (5.4)
is divided by 2. A visualization of this one-sided pressure jump distribution can be
seen in Fig. 5.4 for the first inflow harmonic for the 18-bladed stator and 6-bladed
rotor row case. For this study, the designed sensors are only being instrumented to
the top of the blade, which is why Eqn. (5.4) was used to generate the distribution
shown in Fig. 5.4. Please refer to Appendix B.5 for a reference of the code used to
generate this pressure distribution.
Using Eqn. (5.4), the unsteady lift was determined as a function of span and
chord. This unsteady lift was windowed by the sensor shape as follows
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Figure 5.3. 1D Sensor Shape Unsteady Force Comparison for a 7-bladed Rotor and a
21-bladed Stator. The rotor blades have parabolic skew.
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A4

to determine the unsteady lift and unsteady lift slope at the root and tip of the
propeller blade. In these equations, A1−4 are the areas of the sensors, W1−4 (r) are
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Figure 5.4. Pressure Jump Distribution for Harmonic 18.

the weights applied to the sensor sensitivity, P is the pressure distribution along the
surface of the blade, and d is the radial distance between the centers of the positive
and negative polarity lift slope sensors. It was found that rectangular sensors,
with unity weighting, provided the best approximation to the total unsteady force
found from numerical integration (see Appendix B.7). This comparison can be
seen in Fig. 5.7. This plot shows excellent agreement for most harmonics with the
exception of two harmonics that are within 6 dB. The placement of these sensors
along the beam can be seen in Fig. 5.5. The sensors that measure Ln (r) at the
root and tip of the beam are 0.05c wide and 0.05l long. They are positioned so
that their front edge is at 0.55c. The sensors that measure Ln 0 (r) at the root and
tip of the beam are both 0.41c wide and each 0.05l long. They are positioned so
that their front edge is at 0.14c. For the Ln 0 (r) sensors, the d used was 0.05l. The
weighting functions W1−4 (r) are shown in Fig. 5.6. In these figures, a positive 1
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Figure 5.5. Top View of Beam with Designed Sensors.

refers to a positive polarity, while a negative 1 refers to a negative polarity.
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Figure 5.6. 2D Sensor Weights.
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Chapter

6

Conclusions and Recommendations
for Future Research
The overall objective of this thesis was to design and validate sensors that could
more efficiently calculate the total unsteady force across a propeller blade. This
was approached by first generating an input rotor geometry and nonuniform inflow
computationally, and simulating an example unsteady lift distribution. While errors in the unsteady lift calculation may have arisen from the many simplifications
and approximations used in the unsteady singularity technique, it still provided an
idea of the important trends in the unsteady lift distribution. Next, the Method of
the Stationary Phase was applied to this computational lift distribution in order
to predict the total unsteady force across the propeller blade. The approximation
was then rewritten in terms of values that piezoelectric sensors could determine,
i.e. lift and lift slope. Using this form of the stationary phase approximation, the
piezoelectric elements were shaped based on the radial and chordwise lift distribution. Several methods were used to determine the size, shape, and placement
of these sensors. The following conclusions were found from application of this
approach:
1. The Method of the Stationary Phase provides a good approximation (within
2 dB re 1 N) of the total unsteady force along the radius of a propeller blade
for unsteady thrust harmonics as long as no stationary points exist in or near
the region of integration.
2. The Method of the Stationary Phase can be manipulated into a form that
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includes the unsteady lift and unsteady lift slope at the root and tip of the
propeller blade. This form of the approximation is easily taken advantage of
by piezoelectric sensors.
3. Six rectangular sensors placed at the root and tip of the propeller blade are
sufficient to calculate the total unsteady force across the blade (within 6 dB
re 1 N), for a global range of skews and resulting lift distributions.
Based on these conclusions, the following recommendations for future research
can be made:
1. Future research may involve adding further to the unsteady lift computations.
For example, an aspect of predicting unsteady propeller forces is the influence
of the propeller on the incoming flowfield, otherwise known as the effective
wake. This problem is still an active area of research that could add to the
accuracy of the presented unsteady force model. For the purpose of this thesis
research, the current computation was satisfactory for the initial objective.
2. The unsteady lift distributions developed for this thesis did not have stationary points along the radius of the blade. The effect of having stationary
points in or near the region of integration should be investigation, as well
as how to proceed with the unsteady force approximation given the occurrence of stationary points. The current research on such an evaluation was
done by using Morse theory to put the phase into a diagonal quadratic form
which allows asymptotic expansions for the integral around said stationary
point [34]. Whether this method could be applied and then implemented
with shaped piezoelectric sensors would have to be seen.
3. The area near the root of the propeller blade in real application should be
investigated, to see what effects the boundary layer has on the Method of
the Stationary Phase. If the boundary layer created a cluster of stationary
points, the designed sensors may be limited to unsteady force determination
over the radius above this area. The tip region would also be an area of
interest for investigation, due to the instabilities in tip flow.
4. The Method of the Stationary Phase for this thesis was only applied to the
unsteady thrust harmonics. Whether this method could be applied to other
harmonics with as large of an accuracy would be of interest.
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5. The sensors that were designed to measure the unsteady lift slope at the root
and tip of the propeller blade were influenced by a factor d in their design,
which was the distance between the positive and negative polarity sensors.
More research should be done to explore the connection of this factor d to the
length of the sensors that measure the unsteady lift, and to the overall sensor
approximation. The d used for the current design works well when comparing
the approximation of the sensors to the full numerical integration, but more
work should be done to understand if this truly is the optimal choice, and if
it is, why.
6. Another future area of research would be to implement a computational measure of the error of the sensors based on the stationary phase approximation,
so that the user of the computer model may have a gauge as to how well the
designed sensors would work over a particular propeller blade span.
Now that the sensors for this thesis are designed, an experiment will be conducted to validate the sensors. This experiment will model a propeller blade as
a uniform beam, and simulate an unsteady force across the beam’s instrumented
surface. For the experimental design and setup, please refer to the discussion in
Appendix C. The results of this experiment will be presented in future work.
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Appendix

A.1

A

Solving for φn0 (r) in Terms of L and L0

The equation for unsteady lift can be expanded into its real and imaginary parts:
Ln (r) = |Ln (r)| eiφn (r) .

(A.1)

We now divide both sides by the magnitude of Ln (r):
Ln (r)
= eiφn (r) .
|Ln (r)|

(A.2)

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of this equation

ln

Ln (r)
|Ln (r)|



= ln eiφn (r)



(A.3)

and multiplying both sides by −i, leaves us an equation for φn (r)

−i ln

Ln (r)
|Ln (r)|


= φn (r) .

(A.4)

Next, we take the derivative of φn (r) with respect to r
0





φn (r) = −i ln


|Ln (r)|
φn (r) = −i
Ln (r)
0



Ln (r)
|Ln (r)|

0

|Ln (r)| Ln 0 (r) − Ln (r) |Ln (r)|0
|Ln (r)|2
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(A.5)

(A.6)

which reduces to:

Ln 0 (r) |Ln (r)|0
φn (r) = −i
−
Ln (r)
|Ln (r)|


0


(A.7)

The following approximation is made because the change in magnitude of the
unsteady lift along the span of the blade, normalized by the magnitude of the
unsteady lift, is very small in comparison to the unsteady lift slope normalized by
the unsteady lift:
|Ln (r)|0
Ln 0 (r)

.
(A.8)
|Ln (r)|
Ln (r)
This reduces Eqn. (A.7) as follows:

Ln 0 (r)
φn (r) ≈ −i
.
Ln (r)
0
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(A.9)

Appendix

B.1

B

Main Code

%**************************************************************************
% Margalit Goldschmidt
% Advisors: Drs. M. Jonson & G. Lesieutre
% Unsteady Force Approximation Using Small Piezoelectric End Sensors
%
% Purpose: This code evaluates the unsteady forces acting on a propeller
% blade using the theory devoloped by Kemp and Sears, and expanded by
% Zierke. In this model, the user can investigate how the magnitude and
% phase of the unsteady lift changes as a function of blade span and
% determine the net unsteady lift across the rotor blade due to stator
% wakes. The stator wakes are Gaussian in nature and were developed using
% the stator/rotor interaction model provided by Majjigi and Gliebe. The
% total unsteady force across a blade is approximated using the Method of
% the Stationary Phase and sensors are designed to implement this theory.
%
%**************************************************************************
%% parameters
clear all
close all
clc
format long
set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked')
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rho = 998.2;
con flow angle = -10*pi/180;
ch s = 0.03;
ch r = 3* ch s;
rs tip = 0.35;
rs root= 0.15;
div=600;

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

density of water (kg/mˆ3)
conical flow angle (radians)
chord of the stator (m)
chord of the rotor (m)
radius at the tip of the stator TE (m)
radius at the root of the stator TE (m)
number of spanwise points

rs = linspace(rs root, rs tip, div);
% radii at the TE of the stator
% radii at the LE of the rotor
r = linspace(rs root+ch s *sin(con flow angle),...
rs tip+ch s *sin(con flow angle), div);
s = ch s;

% streamwise distance from the stator TE to the LE of the rotor

% stagger angle of the stator (radians)
% 20 deg stagger at the root, 10 deg stagger at the tip
stagger s=linspace(-20*pi/180, -10*pi/180, length(rs));
stagger r=60*pi/180;

% stagger angle of the rotor (radians)

Vaxial = 10;
Vradial = 0;
Vm=sqrt(Vaxialˆ2+Vradialˆ2);

% axial inflow velocity
% radial velocity
% meridional velocity (m/s)

% absolute velocity in the angular coordinate direction, r*vtheta constant
vtheta(length(r)) = 0.1*Vm;
vtheta=vtheta(length(r))*r(end)./r;
RPM = 900;
ang vel = 2*pi*RPM/60;
U = r*ang vel;

% RPM
% angular velocity (rad/s) or shaft rate
% wheel speed (m/s)

n = 18;
B = 6;

% number of stator blades
% number of rotor blades

solidity = (ch s *n)./(2*pi*rs); % solidity of stator
harm = [n (n*2) (n*3) (n*4) (n*5) (n*6)];
BPF = harm*RPM/60;

% blade passage frequency
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% inflow harmonics of interest

% linear skew
% skew = linspace(0, -10*pi/180, div);
% skew = linspace(0, -15*pi/180, div);
% parabolic skew
r skew = (r-r(1))/(r(end)-r(1));
A skew = [-10*pi/180; -5*pi/180];
B skew = [r skew(end) r skew(end)ˆ2; r skew(360) r skew(360)ˆ2];
X skew = B skew\A skew;
skew = X skew(1)* r skew+X skew(2)*r skew.ˆ2;
PlotSkew(skew) % plots skew of blades
N = 3500; % sets resolution of nonuniform inflow velocity
Vn = statorwakesconical asymmetric(con flow angle, s, ch s, n, Vm, rs,...
solidity, N, stagger s); % creates nonuniform inflow
%% stores values for the non-uniform inflow file to compare to UFAM
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

For the blade geometry file in UFAM:
Column 1: mean radius of the section
Column 2: chord length
Column 3: stagger angle
Column 4: leading edge rake
Column 5: leading edge skew angle
Column 6: (optional) lift-curve slope correction factor
Lengths are normalized by a reference radius, angles are in degrees.

ch vector = repmat(ch r, length(r), 1);
stagger vector = repmat(stagger r*180/pi, length(r), 1);
LErake = zeros(length(r), 1);
data geom = [r'./r(1, length(r)) ch vector./r(1, length(r))...
stagger vector LErake skew'.*180/pi];
% fid = fopen('RotorGeom.txt', 'w');
% fprintf(fid, '%1.16f\t %1.16f\t %2.1f\t %1.f\t %2.16f\n', data geom.');
%
%
%
%

For the non-uniform inflow file in UFAM:
First line: TITLE, # of circumferential points, # of radial points
Second line: radial positions
Third line: axial positions
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%
%
%
%
%
%

Column 1: Circumferential Angle in Degrees
Column 2: Axial Velocity at First Radius
Column 3: Radial Velocity at First Radius
Column 4: Tangential Velocity at First Radius
Following colummns correspond to the velocities and the subsequent radial
positions. Normalized by reference velocity.

P = 180;
line1 = ['Test ', num2str(N-1), ' ', num2str(length(r))];
header = [r; repmat(0.03, 1, div)];
degrees = linspace(-P, (P-1), N-1)';
for ii = 1:N-1
vtheta(ii, :) = vtheta(1, :);
end
vradial = Vaxial*tan(con flow angle)*ones(length(degrees), 1);
data = zeros(N-1, div*3+1);
data(:, 1) = degrees;
for ii = 1:length(r)
data(:,(3*(ii-1)+2)) = real(Vn(:, ii))./max(max(real(Vn)));
data(:,(3*(ii-1)+3)) = vradial./max(max(real(Vn)));
data(:,(3*(ii-1)+4)) = vtheta(:, ii)./max(max(real(Vn)));
end
dlmwrite('Inflow.txt', line1, 'delimiter', '', 'precision', 5)
dlmwrite('Inflow.txt', header, '-append', 'delimiter', ' ', 'precision', 5)
dlmwrite('Inflow.txt', data, '-append', 'delimiter', ' ', 'precision', 25)
%% calculate unsteady lift
Vref = max(max(real(Vn)));
Rref = r(end);
% advance ratio: reference velocity/(angular velocity*reference diameter)
J = Vref/(Rref* ang vel/pi);
[W r, wn, L, r2] = CalculateLift(r, J, data, data geom, skew, ch r);
PlotRelVelocity(W r) % plots the relative velocity
PlotRedFreq(wn, r2, harm) % plots the reduced frequencies
PlotSears % plots Sears' function
PlotUnsteadyLift(harm, L, r2, rho, Rref, Vref) % plots the unsteady lift
%% Calculation and Approximation of Total Unsteady Forces
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percent span = linspace(0, 100, div);
phase = unwrap(angle(L(:,harm)));
amplitude = abs(L(:, harm));

% phase of the unsteady lift
% magnitude of the unsteady lift

% unsteady lift integrated over span for corresponding harmonics
total unst lift = trapz(percent span, amplitude.*exp(1i*phase));
% Method of Stationary Phase Applied
[unst lift approx, Ib, Ia] = stationaryphase(amplitude, harm, phase);
CompareApproximations(harm, total unst lift, unst lift approx)
%% Generate Lift as a Function of chordwise distance
chord = linspace(0, 1, 1000);
Lc = zeros(size(L, 1), length(chord), length(harm));
for ii = 1:length(harm)
Lc(:, :, ii) = ChordLift(L, chord, harm, ii);
end
%% Generate Lift as a Function of Time
% [Lt, Lt total] = TimeLift(L, harm, 0.002, 0.00007, harm*RPM/60);
%% Optimization of Sensors
PlotOptimization1D(L, harm, total unst lift) % 1D sensors
PlotOptimization2D(chord, Lc, harm, total unst lift) % 2D sensors

B.2

Function that Generates a Nonuniform Inflow

function f = statorwakesconical asymmetric(con flow angle, s, ch s, n,...
Vm, r, solidity, N, stagger s)
% creates a gaussian wake profile
% NOTE: assumes stator drag coefficient is of a streamlined body
% Inputs to function are: conical flow angle, distance downstream of
% stator, stator chord, number of stator blades, meridional velocity,
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% radius, solidity of the stator, and number of degrees we want to
% refine our mesh over.
stream = [0 0.25*s 0.5*s 0.75*s s];
% stream = s;
x = stream/ch s;

%normalized streamwise distance

%circumferential angle (radians)
theta = linspace(-pi, pi, N);
theta = theta(1, 1:(end-1));
%gaussian parameters
cd = 0.04;
%assumed stator drag coefficient
% according to wiki is the drag coefficient of a streamlined body
% Wake centerline defect of the total relative velocity, nondimensionalized
% by meridional velocity (amplitude parameter as defined by eq.4 in
% Majjigi & Gliebe)
Wdc = (cdˆ0.25)*(0.3675*x+1.95)./(7.65*x+1);
% semiwake width nondimensionalized by aerodynamic chord as defined by
% eq. 3 in Majjigi & Gliebe, non-dimensionalized by stator chord
if solidity >= 1
delta = (0.31875*x*(cdˆ(1/8))+0.048)./(0.268125*x*(cdˆ(1/8))+1.0);
% imposed an upper limit to prevent wake merging
for ii = 1:length(delta)
if delta(1, ii) >= 0.5
delta(1, ii) = 0.5;
end
end
else
delta = (0.2375*x*(cdˆ(1/8))+0.03412)./(0.357*x*(cdˆ(1/8))+1.0);
% imposed an upper limit to prevent wake merging
for ii = 1:length(delta)
if delta(1, ii) >= 0.10
delta(1, ii) = 0.1;
end
end
end
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delta ss = 0.70*delta;
delta ps = 0.30*delta;
%relationship between standard deviation and full width half maximum (FWHM)
std dev ss = delta ss/(2*sqrt(2*log(2)));
std dev ps = delta ps/(2*sqrt(2*log(2)));
%wake location is a function of: the number of stator blades (which
%corresponds to the number of wakes needed), the number of tangential
%points we want to look at, the nondimensionalized distance downstream of
%the stator TE, and the radial location along the stator blade.
theta0 = zeros(n+1, length(x), length(r));
theta02 = zeros(n+1, length(x), length(r));
wake location = zeros(n+1, N-1, length(x), length(r));
for span = 1:length(r) %iterates over the span of the blade
for ii = 1:length(stream) %iterates over different downstream locations
theta0(:, ii, span) = linspace(theta(1)+(0.1/(sin(con flow angle)*...
(r(span)+stream(ii).*sin(con flow angle)))-0.1/(r(span)*...
sin(con flow angle))), theta(end)+(0.1/(sin(con flow angle)*...
(r(span)+stream(ii).*sin(con flow angle)))-0.1/(r(span)*...
sin(con flow angle))), n+1)'; %wake location
end
end
for ii = 1:length(x)
for nn = 1:(n+1)
theta02(nn, ii, :) = linspace(theta0(nn, ii, 1)-stagger s(end),...
theta0(nn, ii, end), length(r));
end
end
for span = 1:length(r)
for ii = 1:length(x)
if theta02(1, ii, span) < -pi
theta02(:, ii, span) = [theta02(2:end, ii, span); ...
(theta02(end, ii, span)+theta02(2, ii, span)-...
theta02(1, ii, span))];
end
if theta02(1, ii, span) < -pi
theta02(:, ii, span) = [theta02(2:end, ii, span);...
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(theta02(end, ii, span)+theta02(2, ii, span)-...
theta02(1, ii, span))];
end
wake location(:, :, ii, span) = repmat(theta02(:, ii, span), 1, N-1);
end
end
f ss = zeros(length(stream), N-1, length(r));
f ss = (f ss+Vm)/Vm;
f ps = zeros(length(stream), N-1, length(r));
f ps = (f ps+Vm)/Vm;
flag = zeros(size(theta02, 1), length(stream), length(r));
f = zeros(length(stream), length(theta), length(r));
%standard gaussian equation defined on wiki
for span = 1:length(r) % along the span of the blade
for jj = 1:length(stream)
% for each streamlined distance downstream
for ii = 1:n+1
% repeated depending on the number of stator wakes
f ss(jj, :, span) = f ss(jj, :, span)-Wdc(jj)*exp(-((theta-...
wake location(ii, :, jj, span)).ˆ2)./(2* std dev ss(jj)ˆ2));
f ps(jj, :, span) = f ps(jj, :, span)-Wdc(jj)*exp(-((theta-...
wake location(ii, :, jj, span)).ˆ2)./(2* std dev ps(jj)ˆ2));
% This bit of code determines the exact index location between wakes to
% decide where one gaussian equation starts and another ends
tmp = abs(theta-theta02(ii, jj, span));
[~, index] = min(tmp);
flag(ii, jj, span) = index;
end
end
end
for span = 1:length(r) % along the span of the blade
for jj = 1:length(stream)
% for each streamlined distance downstream
for ii = 1:n+1
% repeated depending on the number of stator wakes
if ii == 1
f(jj, 1:floor((flag(ii, jj, span)+...
flag(ii+1, jj, span))/2), span) = ...
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f ss(jj, 1:floor((flag(ii, jj, span)+...
flag(ii+1, jj, span))/2), span);
elseif ii == n+1
f(jj, (floor((flag(ii, jj, span)+flag(ii-1, jj, span))/2)+...
1):end, span) = [f ps(jj, (floor((flag(ii, jj, span)+...
flag(ii-1, jj, span))/2)+1):(flag(ii, jj, span)-1), span) ...
f ss(jj, flag(ii, jj, span):end, span)];
else
f(jj, (floor((flag(ii, jj, span)+flag(ii-1, jj, span))/2)+...
1):floor((flag(ii, jj, span)+flag(ii+1, jj, span))/2),...
span) = ...
[f ps(jj, (floor((flag(ii, jj, span)+flag(ii-1, jj, span))/...
2)+1):(flag(ii, jj, span)-1), span) ...
f ss(jj, flag(ii, jj, span):floor((flag(ii, jj, span)+...
flag(ii+1, jj, span))/2), span)];
end
end
end
end
figure
hand = plot(theta(1, :)*180/pi, f(end, :, 1), 'r-', ...
theta(1, :)*180/pi, f(end, :, end), 'b-');
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'fontsize', 12);
grid on
xlabel('Circumferential Angle (degrees)', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('Nondimensionalized Axial Velocity (V {dc}/ V {m})', ...
'FontWeight', 'bold')
legend('root', 'tip')
title(['Streamwise Distance/Rotor Aerodynamic Chord (s/c) = ',...
num2str(x(end))], 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylim([0.8 1])
% if plotting the set of streamwise locations at root
figure
hand = plot(theta(1, :)*180/pi, f(1, :, 1), theta(1, :)*180/pi,...
f(2, :, 1), theta(1, :)*180/pi, f(3, :, 1), theta(1, :)*180/pi,...
f(4, :, 1), theta(1, :)*180/pi, f(5, :, 1));
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
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grid on
xlabel('Circumferential Angle (degrees)', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('Nondimensionalized Axial Velocity (V {dc}/ V {m})',...
'FontWeight', 'bold')
legend('(s/c) = 0', '(s/c) = 0.25', '(s/c) = 0.5', '(s/c) = 0.75',...
'(s/c) = 1')
% dimensionalize values for further calculations
f = squeeze(Vm.*f(end, :, :));
end

B.3

Function that Calculates Unsteady Force Along
a Rotor Blade

function [W r, wn, L, r] = CalculateLift(r, J, data, data geom, skew, ch r)
% The following is based on UFAM, albeit a simplified version of that
% code. The inputs to this function are the radius of the rotor blade,
% advance ratio, an inflow and geometry input matrix, skew of the rotor
% blade, and the chord of the rotor. Using these inputs, this function
% calculates and outputs the unsteady lift as a function of radius and
% harmonic, and an adjusted radius for plotting.
r = r';
radius = (r./r(end)); % radius normalized by a reference radius
theta radians = data(:,1)*pi/180; % circumferential angle in rads
%makes all angles positive and sorts into ascending order
theta radians = theta radians + 2*pi*(theta radians<0);
theta radians = theta radians';
[theta radians, index] = sort(theta radians);
k = 1:length(r);
vx(:,k) = data(:,(3*(k-1)+2));
vr(:,k) = data(:,(3*(k-1)+3));
vt(:,k) = data(:,(3*(k-1)+4));
vx(:,k) = vx(index,k);
vr(:,k) = vr(index,k);

% axial velocity
% radial velocity
% tangential velocity
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vt(:,k) = vt(index,k);
% calculate Fourier coefficients using FFT
% the velocity can be reconstructed from the coefficients using
%
N
%
v = mean(v) + real{ sum c(n)*exp(i*n*theta) }
%
n=1
cx = 2*fft(vx)/(size(data, 1));
cr = 2*fft(vr)/(size(data, 1));
ct = 2*fft(vt)/(size(data, 1));
% correct phase due to offset of first theta point
% re-index the arrays so that index 1 is n=1 (discard mean, n=0)
nn = [1:floor((size(data, 1))/2)]';
cx = cx(nn+1,:) .* repmat(exp(-1i*nn*theta radians(1)), 1, length(r));
cr = cr(nn+1,:) .* repmat(exp(-1i*nn*theta radians(1)), 1, length(r));
ct = ct(nn+1,:) .* repmat(exp(-1i*nn*theta radians(1)), 1, length(r));
% transpose matrix so row is radius and col is harmonic
cx = cx.';
cr = cr.';
ct = ct.';
NH = size(cx, 2);
% wake skew angle in radians at each radius
wskew = zeros(size(cx(:,1)));
mvx = mean(vx).'; %mean axial velocity
mvr = mean(vr).'; %mean radial velocity
mvt = mean(vt).'; %mean tangential velocity
% Remove wake skew from Fourier coefficients before interpolation
% Use angle shifting property of Fourier transform - adjust phase angle
exp nws = exp(1i*repmat([1:size(cx,2)],length(r),1).*...
repmat(wskew,1,size(cx,2)));
cx = cx.*exp nws;
cr = cr.*exp nws;
ct = ct.*exp nws;
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% Duplicate first and last radial points of Fourier coefficients and mean
% velocities to avoid extrapolation of mean velocity
if (radius(1) < r(1))
r = [radius(1); r];
mvx = [mvx(1); mvx];
mvr = [mvr(1); mvr];
mvt = [mvt(1); mvt];
cx = [cx(1,:); cx];
cr = [cr(1,:); cr];
ct = [ct(1,:); ct];
end
if (r(end) < radius(end))
r = [r; radius(end)];
mvx = [mvx; mvx(end)];
mvr = [mvr; mvr(end)];
mvt = [mvt; mvt(end)];
cx = [cx; cx(end,:)];
cr = [cr; cr(end,:)];
ct = [ct; ct(end,:)];
end
mvx = interp1q(r, mvx, radius);
mvr = interp1q(r, mvr, radius);
mvt = interp1q(r, mvt, radius);
% Linearly interpolate real/imag parts of unskewed wake Fourier coeffs
cx = interp1q(r, cx, radius);
cr = interp1q(r, cr, radius);
ct = interp1q(r, ct, radius);
mvm = sqrt(mvx.ˆ2 + mvr.ˆ2); % meridional mean velocity
mangle = atan(mvr./mvx);
% meridional angle
% Re-skew wake by adjusting phase angle
exp nws = exp(-1i*repmat([1:NH],size(data geom, 1),1).*repmat(wskew,1,NH));
cx = cx .* exp nws;
cr = cr .* exp nws;
ct = ct .* exp nws;
sinb = sin(data geom(:, 3)*pi/180);
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cosb = cos(data geom(:, 3)*pi/180);
sinm = sin(mangle);
cosm = cos(mangle);
W r = sqrt(mvm.ˆ2 + (mvt + pi*radius/J).ˆ2); % relative velocity
%fourier coefficient normal to the blade
cv = - cx.*repmat(sinb.*cosm,1,NH) - cr.*repmat(sinb.*sinm,1,NH) + ...
ct.*repmat(cosb,1,NH);
%reduced frequency
wn = -data geom(:,2)./(2*J* W r);

% chord/wavelength

harmonics = [1:NH];
%sear's function
S = sears(pi*repmat(harmonics, size(data geom, 1), 1).*repmat(wn, 1, NH));
%
%
%
L

Unsteady Lift calculation
Each row corresponds to a different spanwise location, while each column
represents a different harmonic.
= cv.*repmat(pi*ones(size(data geom, 1), 1).* ch r. * W r./...
r(end-1), 1, NH).*S.*exp(1i*repmat(harmonics, size(data geom, 1),...
1).*repmat(skew', 1, NH));

end

B.4

Computational Implementation of the Method
of the Stationary Phase

function [approx, Ib, Ia] = stationaryphase(ft, x, phit)
% function [approx, Ib, Ia] = stationaryphase(ft, x, phit)
% This function calculates the approximation for the method of the
% stationary phase.
%**************************************************************************
% The Method of the Stationary Phase shows that the generalized Fourier
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% integral
%
%
I(x) = int(f(t)*exp(i*x*psi(t)) dt) from t = a to t = b
%
% with f(t), psi(t), a, b, x all real is asymptotic to the boundary terms:
%
%
| t=b
%
I(x) ~ f(t)*exp(i*x*psi(t)) |
, x goes to +inf
%
i*x*psi'(t)
| t=a
%
% This WILL NOT work if psi'(t) = 0 for some t in the interval a<=t<=b.
% Such a point is called a stationary point of psi.
%
% f(t) is the magnitude of the unsteady lift
% x*psi(t) is the phase of the unsteady lift phi(t)
% a<=t<=b is the span of the rotor blade
% x is the harmonic
%**************************************************************************
div = size(ft, 1);
percent span = linspace(0, 100, div);
H = (percent span(2)-percent span(1));
% calculates the 1st derivative of psi(t) for the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma
phi slope = zeros(div, length(x));
for ii = 1:length(x)
phi slope(:, ii) = gradient(phit(:, ii), H);
end
% calculates the unsteady lift at the root and tip of the rotor
Ib = ft(end, :).*exp(1i.*phit(end, :))./...
(1i.*phi slope(end, :));
Ia = ft(1, :).*exp(1i.*phit(1, :))./...
(1i.*phi slope(1, :));
approx = Ib-Ia;
% check continuity of f(t)/psi'(t) and for stationary points
figure
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hold on
hand = plot(ft(:, 1)./(phi slope(:, 1)./x(1)), percent span, '-', ...
ft(:, 2)./(phi slope(:, 2)./x(2)), percent span, '--', ...
ft(:, 3)./(phi slope(:, 3)./x(3)), percent span, ':', ...
ft(:, 4)./(phi slope(:, 4)./x(4)), percent span, '-.', ...
ft(:, 5)./(phi slope(:, 5)./x(5)), percent span, '--', ...
ft(:, 6)./(phi slope(:, 6)./x(6)), percent span, '-');
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5)
set(gca, 'fontsize', 12);
grid on
legend([' Harmonic ', num2str(x(1))],[' Harmonic ', num2str(x(2))],...
[' Harmonic ', num2str(x(3))], [' Harmonic ', num2str(x(4))],...
[' Harmonic ', num2str(x(5))], [' Harmonic ', num2str(x(6))]);
ylabel ('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
xlabel (' | L {n} (r)|/ \phi {n} \prime (r) ',...
'FontWeight', 'bold')
xlim([-15 0])
figure
hold on
hand = plot(phi slope(:, 1)./x(1), percent span, '-', ...
phi slope(:, 2)./x(2), percent span, '--', ...
phi slope(:, 3)./x(3), percent span, ':', ...
phi slope(:, 4)./x(4), percent span, '-.', ...
phi slope(:, 5)./x(5), percent span, '--', ...
phi slope(:, 6)./x(6), percent span, '-');
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5)
set(gca, 'fontsize', 12);
grid on
legend([' Harmonic ', num2str(x(1))],[' Harmonic ', num2str(x(2))],...
[' Harmonic ', num2str(x(3))], [' Harmonic ', num2str(x(4))],...
[' Harmonic ', num2str(x(5))], [' Harmonic ', num2str(x(6))]);
ylabel ('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
xlabel ('Unsteady Lift Phase/Harmonic', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
% this next section of code was written in order to check the approximation
% using integration by parts
% % calculates the 1st derivative of f(t)/psi'(t)
% slope amp = gradient(ft.*x./phi slope, H);
%
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% Ibyparts = (1./(1i.*x)).*...
%
trapz(ps, slope amp.*exp(1i.*phit));
%
% % Integration by parts
% approx byparts = approx-Ibyparts;
end

B.5

Function that Calculates Chordwise Lift Distribution

function Lc = ChordLift(L, chord, harm, harmonic selection)
% Generates the unsteady lift as also a function of chord
phase = unwrap(angle(L(:,harm)));
Lxc = repmat(abs(L(:, harm(harmonic selection))), 1, length(chord));
Lc = zeros(size(L, 1), length(chord));
for ii = 1:size(L, 1)
Lc(ii, :) = (1/pi).*Lxc(ii, :).*sqrt((1-chord)./chord);
end

figure
hand = plot(chord, 10*log10(Lc(1, :)));
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14);
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
xlabel('Fraction of Chord', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('Magnitude of Unsteady Pressure (dB re 1 N/mˆ{2})',...
'FontWeight', 'bold')
grid on

for ii = 1:length(chord)
Lc(:, ii) = Lc(:, ii).*exp(1i*phase(:, harmonic selection));
end
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end

B.6

Function that Generates Ideal Shape for 1D
Sensors

function PlotOptimization1D(L, harm, total unst lift)
span = linspace(0, 100, size(L, 1));
amp = 1.3;
distance = 12;
offset = 0; %offset from root/tip
%lengths over which modeshape will be applied
ln = span(end)-span(end-distance);
% kn = (1/ln).*[4.694091133 7.854757438];
kn = (1/ln).*[7.854757438];
% Location along beam where modeshape will take effect
x = span((end-offset-distance):(end-offset))-...
span(end-offset-distance);
Xn = zeros(length(kn), distance+1);
for ii = 1:length(kn)
Xn(ii, :) = amp.*((cosh(kn(ii).*x)-cos(kn(ii).*x))-...
(cosh(kn(ii).*ln)-cos(kn(ii).*ln)).*(sinh(kn(ii).*x)-...
sin(kn(ii).*x))./(sinh(kn(ii).*ln)-sin(kn(ii).*ln)));
end
window = zeros(length(span), 4);
window(:,1) = [zeros(length(span)-size(Xn, 2), 1); linspace(0, 1, ...
distance+1)'];
window(:,2) = [zeros(length(span)-size(Xn, 2), 1); -Xn(1, :)'];
window(:,3) = [linspace(1, 0, distance+1)'; zeros(length(span)-...
size(Xn, 2), 1)];
window(:,4) = [-Xn(1, :)'; zeros(length(span)-size(Xn, 2), 1)];
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figure
subplot(2, 2, 1)
hand = plot(span, window(:, 1));
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
grid on
ylim([-2 2])
xlim([97 100])
title('Tip Sensor that Measures Lift', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
xlabel('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('W {2} (1/m)', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
subplot(2, 2, 2)
hand = plot(span, window(:, 2));
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
grid on
ylim([-2 2])
xlim([97 100])
title('Tip Sensor that Measures Lift Slope', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
xlabel('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('W {4}/d (1/mˆ{2})', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
subplot(2, 2, 3)
hand = plot(span, window(:, 3));
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
title('Root Sensor that Measures Lift', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
xlabel('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('W {1} (1/m)', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylim([-2 2])
xlim([0 3])
grid on
subplot(2, 2, 4)
hand = plot(span, window(:, 4));
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
title('Root Sensor that Measures Lift Slope', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
xlabel('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('W {3}/d (1/mˆ{2})', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
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grid on
ylim([-2 2])
xlim([0 3])
% Calculates the unsteady lift along the percent span of the blade for
% each: 1) harmonic
L windowed = zeros(length(span), size(window, 2)*length(harm));
counter = 1;
for jj = 1:length(harm)
for ii = 1:size(window, 2)
L windowed(:, counter) = L(:, harm(jj)).*window(:, ii);
counter = counter+1;
end
end
% Calculate the unsteady force approximation from the output of the sensors
Itip = zeros(1, length(harm));
Iroot = zeros(1, length(harm));
I = zeros(1, length(harm));
Ltip = zeros(1, length(harm));
Lroot = zeros(1, length(harm));
dLtip = zeros(1, length(harm));
dLroot = zeros(1, length(harm));
counter = 1:4:size(L windowed, 1);
for ii = 1:length(harm)
Ltip(1, ii) = trapz(span, L windowed(:, counter(ii)));
dLtip(1, ii) = trapz(span, L windowed(:, counter(ii)+1));
Lroot(1, ii) = trapz(span, L windowed(:, counter(ii)+2));
dLroot(1, ii) = trapz(span, L windowed(:, counter(ii)+3));
Itip(1, ii) = ((Ltip(1, ii)ˆ2)/dLtip(1, ii));
Iroot(1, ii) = ((Lroot(1, ii)ˆ2)/dLroot(1, ii));
I(1, ii) = Itip(1, ii)-Iroot(1, ii);
end
figure
hand = plot(harm, 20*log10(abs(total unst lift)/ sqrt(2)), 'rx', harm, ...
20*log10(abs(I) / sqrt(2)), 'bo');
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legend('Total Unsteady Lift',...
'Approximation of Unsteady Lift for Shape')
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2)
set(hand, 'MarkerSize', 12)
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
xlabel('Harmonic', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('Unsteady Force (dB re 1 N)', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
grid on

end

B.7

Function that Generates Ideal Shape for 2D
Sensors

function PlotOptimization2D(chord, Lc, harm, total unst lift)
span = linspace(0, 100, size(Lc, 1));
distance1 = 30;
distance2 = 60;
window = zeros(length(span), 4);
window(:,1) = [zeros(length(span)-(distance1+1), 1); ones(distance1+1, 1)];
window(:,2) = [zeros(length(span)-(distance2+1), 1); -ones(distance2/2+...
1, 1); ones(distance2/2, 1)];
window(:,3) = [ones(distance1+1, 1); zeros(length(span)-(distance1+1), 1)];
window(:,4) = [-ones(distance2/2 +1, 1); ones(distance2/2, 1); ...
zeros(length(span)-(distance2+1), 1)];
figure
subplot(2, 2, 1)
hand = plot(span, window(:, 1));
grid on
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
xlabel('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('W {2} (1/m)', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
title('Tip Sensor that Measures Lift', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
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ylim([-2 2])
xlim([89 100])
subplot(2, 2, 2)
hand = plot(span, window(:, 2));
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
grid on
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
xlabel('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('W {4}/d (1/mˆ{2})', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
title('Tip Sensor that Measures Lift Slope', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylim([-2 2])
xlim([89 100])
subplot(2, 2, 3)
hand = plot(span, window(:, 3));
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
grid on
xlabel('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('W {1} (1/m)', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
title('Root Sensor that Measures Lift', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylim([-2 2])
xlim([0 11])
subplot(2, 2, 4)
hand = plot(span, window(:, 4));
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2.5);
set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
grid on
xlabel('Percent Span', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('W {3}/d (1/mˆ{2})', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
title('Root Sensor that Measures Lift Slope', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylim([-2 2])
xlim([0 11])
% Calculates the unsteady lift along the percent span of the blade for
% each: 1) harmonic
L windowed = zeros(length(span), size(window, 2)*length(harm),...
length(chord));
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for kk = 1:length(chord)
counter = 1;
for jj = 1:length(harm)
for ii = 1:size(window, 2)
L windowed(:, counter, kk) = squeeze(Lc(:, kk, jj)).*window(:, ii);
counter = counter+1;
end
end
end
% Calculate the unsteady force approximation from the output of the sensors
jj = 550:600;
kk = 140:550;
Itip = zeros(1, length(harm));
Iroot = zeros(1, length(harm));
I = zeros(1, length(harm));
Ltip = zeros(1, length(harm));
Lroot = zeros(1, length(harm));
dLtip = zeros(1, length(harm));
dLroot = zeros(1, length(harm));
counter = 1:4:size(L windowed, 1);
for ii = 1:length(harm)
Ltip(1, ii) = trapz(jj, trapz(span, L windowed(:, counter(ii), jj)));
dLtip(1, ii) = trapz(kk, trapz(span, L windowed(:, counter(ii)+1, kk)));
Lroot(1, ii) = trapz(jj, trapz(span, L windowed(:, counter(ii)+2, jj)));
dLroot(1, ii) = trapz(kk, trapz(span, L windowed(:, counter(ii)+3, kk)));
Itip(1, ii) = ((Ltip(1, ii)ˆ2)/dLtip(1, ii));
Iroot(1, ii) = ((Lroot(1, ii)ˆ2)/dLroot(1, ii));
I(1, ii) = Itip(1, ii)-Iroot(1, ii);
end
figure
hand = plot(harm, 20*log10(abs(total unst lift) /sqrt(2)), 'bo', harm, ...
20*log10(abs(I)/sqrt(2)), 'rx');
set(hand, 'MarkerSize', 12)
set(hand, 'LineWidth', 2)
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set(gca, 'fontsize', 14);
legend('Total Unsteady Lift',...
'Approximation of Unsteady Lift for Shape')
xlabel('Harmonic', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
ylabel('Unsteady Force (dB re 1 N)', 'FontWeight', 'bold')
grid on

end
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Appendix

C.1

C

Future Experimental Validation

To test the experimental application of the tip and root sensors for unsteady force
determination, an experiment must satisfy these requirements:
1. The flow must generate a rapidly changing lift that is continuous with no
discontinuities or stationary points.
2. The flow must be incompressible.
3. The frequency range of the flow must match that generated computationally.
Since the computational model used 18 stator blades and ran at an RPM of
900, the frequencies of the first 6 unsteady thrust harmonics range between
270 Hz and 1620 Hz.
The first design considered was to place an instrumented beam in the flow field
of a centrifugal fan. However, the available fans either did not match the frequency
range desired, did not provide enough flow, or had too small of a volute to place
a beam in front of. Therefore, a unique design to validate the designed sensors is
considered. First, a steel beam is modeled as a propeller blade. Unsteady forces
will be generated along the beam span by placing the beam underneath a hollow,
rotating aluminum cylinder with a helical slot cut into its surface for air to pump
through. The unsteady force per unit length generated on the beam by the flow
through the cylinder is predicted by modeling the slot flow as discussed in the
following section. This experimental design was chosen because it can effectively
simulate a dynamic force across the beam surface and can be validated easily.
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Figure C.1. A uniform dividing manifold

C.2

Modeling of Slot Flow

The flow through the helical slot is modeled as a continuous dividing manifold
(see Fig. C.1). It should be noted that centrifugal effects on the flow from the
rotation of the pipe are not included in the analysis due to the complexity of that
calculation and the lack of research on that topic. However, friction losses from
the surface roughness of the pipe are included.
The friction factor of the cylinder is assumed constant along the span. For
turbulent flow, this factor depends on the hydraulic diameter, the absolute roughness coefficient, and the Reynold’s number (based on the hydraulic diameter). The
hydraulic diameter is defined as
Dhydraulic =

4 (flow area of cross section)
(wetted perimeter of cross section)

(C.1)

and the friction factor is defined as [35]
−2


croughness
21.25
f = 1.14 − 2 log
+
.
Dhydraulic Re0.9

(C.2)

For this constant friction factor and turbulent flow, the static pressure distribution in the main pipe is determined from



ρVL2 χ2
f Lpipe
χ3
P = PL −
−1+
1− 3
2 L2pipe
3Dpipe
Lpipe
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(C.3)

where χ is the distance from the dead end of the pipe [35]. This static pressure
distribution is used to calculate the velocity distribution through the slot.
The velocity through the slot at a particular downstream location is calculated
by
Vi0

 12
 
1 2
2
P − Patm + ρVi−1
= Cd
ρ
2

(C.4)

where the ()’ term refers to the branch pipe, Vi−1 is the flow velocity in the main
pipe, and Cd is a coefficient of discharge [35]. The coefficient of discharge is
determined from a table in the Applied Fluid Dynamics Handbook [35]. The
relationship between this flow through a branch pipe and the flow in the main
pipe are related through continuity:

2
Vi Di2 = Vi−1 Di−1
+ Vi 0 Di2 0 .

(C.5)

Using Eqns. (C.4) and (C.5), the flow through the slot is determined. Since these
equations only hold for incompressible flow, the Mach number along the slot was
verified to be at or less than 0.3. The flow is then related to a lift force by
Li,slot = ρDi 0 Vi2

0

(C.6)

and should approximately hold within a zone-of-flow establishment [36]
hi = 5.2Di 0 .

(C.7)

In other words, as long as the beam is placed within a height h of the cylinder, the
force per unit length through the slot will match that on the beam.
Several pipe and helix lengths were modeled, along with varying slot widths. In
the end, a force per unit length was found to approximately match the predicted
unsteady lift generated computationally for the fifth harmonic of interest.

C.3

Experimental Setup

Figure C.2 provides a visualization of the experimental setup. One end of the
cylinder is connected to a motor, and the other end is connected to an air supply
to provide the necessary air flow of 15.2 liters/min. Four force gauges are placed
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Figure C.2. Experimental Setup

underneath the beam. The beam is 200 mm long, 76.2 mm wide, and 19.1 mm
thick. The designed piezoelectric sensors will be instrumented to the beam surface
after being wired and mounted onto a non-conductive strip made of fiberglass and
filled with a rigid epoxy. The sensors will be covered in a layer of polyurethane and
mounted flush to the surface of the beam in a cavity that is designed to be slightly
larger than the shape of the final sensor layout. The circuit board will be glued to
the underside of the beam in a cavity fit to its size. Before experimentation the
sensors will be calibrated using an impedance tube to find the calibration constants
along a range of frequencies.
In addition to the beam part, the pipe is designed to be 406.4 mm long, with
an outer diameter of 50.8 mm. The slot is centered in the pipe and has a total
height of 233.3 mm. Additionally, the slot varies in width from 7.53 mm to 3.02
mm and wraps around the pipe 5 times. The motor will run at 3600 RPM in order
to match the frequency range of the computational stator-rotor interaction.
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